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Three-band Anderson-Mott-Hubbard model for the metal-insulator transition
in cubic disordered tungsten bronzes NaxWO3 and NaxTayW12yO3
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A microscopic three-band Anderson-Mott-Hubbard model for cubic disordered tungsten bronzes NaxWO3

and NaxTayW12yO3 is studied over a range of doping levelsx2y at the level of an unrestricted Hartree-Fock
approximation in order to understand the effects of disorder and electron interaction on the electronic ground
state and their implications for the chemically induced metal-insulator transition observed at least in the latter
materials. For sufficiently largeU a pseudogap develops atEF in agreement with photoemission spectra and
tunneling current measurements which is found to significantly affect the localization and hybridization char-
acteristics as well as the three-dimensional spatial distribution of quasiparticle states and thus constitutes the
central feature of the model. The formation of the pseudogap is rationalized via a repulsion between occupied
and unoccupied conduction band quasiparticle states induced by antiferromagnetic correlations occurring on
length scales which—for the most relevant parameters—are controlled by the doping-dependent tight-binding
Fermi surface. Light is shed on experimental results which hitherto have not found a satisfactory rationaliza-
tion. @S0163-1829~99!04802-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A detailed understanding of the factors which influenc
metal-insulator transition~MIT ! driven by the progressive
filling of a conduction band~CB! in a solid—in practice
achieved by varying its chemical composition and th
disorder—is a continuing problem that has challenged b
experimentalists and theorists for many years.1 The simplest
theoretical example of such occurs in a disordered but n
interacting model such as the single-band Anderson mo
in which disorder leads to localization of single-partic
states at the band edges.2,3 The system then displays a MI
as the Fermi level crosses the mobility edge separating
gimes of localized and extended states. In real systems, h
ever, electron interactions frequently occur on an ene
scale similar to the bandwidth and disorder strength, lead
to rather complex behavior which has proved notoriou
difficult to describe.1 This is particularly evident in the inten
sively studied case of transition metal oxides, in which
dominant interactions occur between electrons in thed orbit-
als of a given transition metal site. Of these, perovsk
form a large and important class, whose relatively sim
crystal structure~Fig. 1! renders them particularly amenab
to both experimental and theoretical investigation, and wh
has received much recent attention due to the discover
high-Tc superconductivity in closely related cuprate co
pounds. The chemical composition of perovskites of form
ABO3 may be precisely varied and controlled—either
substitution or removal of the electropositive elementA or by
substitution of the transition metalB—enabling a MIT to be
induced and studied in considerable detail.4,5 These materials
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~2!/871~20!/$15.00
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are known as bronzes, after the original and most hig
studied example of sodium tungsten bronze NaxWO3 ~dis-
covered in 1823 by Wo¨hler6!, on which we here focus. Fo
reviews on structural and electronic properties of tungs
bronzes see Refs. 7, 8, and 9; additionally some theore
aspects have been discussed by Mott.10

Undoped WO3 is a charge-transfer insulator of band gap
eV. Overlap between O 2s, O 2p, and W 5d orbitals
gives rise to filled valence~bonding! bands~VB’s!, associ-
ated predominantly with O and empty conduction bands~an-
tibonding! of mainly W character.11

Numerous experiments9,12 and band structure
calculations13–17 imply that the Na atoms are ionized, the
valence electrons entering thet2g(p!) conduction band of
WO3. By chemically controlling the sodium contentx, the
CB filling fraction can be continuously varied between ze
and 1/6, corresponding to the perovskite NaWO3 in which all
interstitial sites are occupied. Fully doped NaWO3, which

FIG. 1. Cubic unit cell of perovskitesABO3 . The transition
metal atomsB and oxygens are located at the corners and edge
the cube, respectively. The electropositive elementA occupies the
interstitial.
871 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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closely resembles ReO3, has roughly the conductivity (s) of
copper.9 As x is decreased from unity—and the CB fillin
fraction correspondingly lowered from 1/6—the sign
ds/dT changes atx'0.3,18 but the system remains metall
down to x'0.21.19 At this composition the system is be
lieved to be close to a MIT, mainly attributed to Anders
localization10 resulting from Coulombic disorder generate
by the randomly disposed Na1 ions, although a generalize
Mott criterion for a correlation-induced MIT has also be
found to be applicable to this system.20 Direct examination
of the MIT is difficult, however, since belowx'0.4 the cu-
bic phase~which itself exhibits slight distortions21! is meta-
stable, a two-phase mixture of tetragonal and cubic struct
being the stable form down tox'0.28,22 below which a
tetragonal phase23 or a mixture of various phases22 results.
Recently, cubic samples withx as low as 0.14 have bee
found to be superconducting24 but no information on the nor
mal state properties has been given. However, at low dop
the tetragonal phase is reported to be insulating25 ~and we
note that the MIT is not believed to be driven by the stru
tural phase transition10!. Investigation of the MIT stems from
experiments on Ta-substituted bronzes NaxTayW12yO3, in
which the structural phase transition can be suppressed.26 In
these systems, the doping level isx2y since Ta has one
fewer electron than W. The electronic properties of the
materials are similar to the unsubstituted compounds at
same doping level—for example,ds/dT is also found to
change sign atx2y'0.3 ~Ref. 27!— but their conductivities
are systematically reduced; this has been attributed to
additional disorder created by the Ta impurities.18 From the
limiting behavior of the conductivity at lowT the MIT has
been positioned atx2y between 0.18 and 0.19.18,28

Recent experiments have provided clear evidence th
purely disorder-induced Anderson transition cannot fully
count for the nature of the MIT. For example, Raychaudh
has concluded from detailed low-T studies that strong inter
action effects express themselves in the temperature de
dence of the conductivityds/dT in both metallic and insu-
lating regimes.18 Most significantly, direct evidence for th
importance of electron interactions has been obtained f
tunneling current measurements29,30 and photoemission
studies:31–33 these clearly reveal the existence of
pseudogap at the Fermi levelEF over a range of doping
levels within the metallic phase, which may even deve
into a soft gap within the insulator. The existence of
pseudogap is further consistent with the observation o
Friedman anomaly in theT dependence of the Hall coeffi
cient, i.e., a freezing out of charge carriers at lowT @at least
for x50.22~Ref. 19!#, although several alternative scenari
have been proposed10,34—see Sec. III for a discussion.

Well within the metallic phase the pseudogap, whi
occurs on a scale of'50–100 meV, is found to have
square-root edges, consistent with the well-known predic
from Fermi liquid theory for a three-dimensional~3D! disor-
dered, interacting electron system, that the spectral den
D(E)}uE2EFu1/2 near EF .35 As the MIT is approached
from the metallic side, the pseudogap edges become
tinctly linear, which has been interpreted as a breakdown
Fermi liquid theory within the metal.29 In the insulator the
classical Coulomb gap model36 has been invoked to explai
the possible existence of a soft gap. Further indication of
es
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importance of strong interactions is provided by NMR~Refs.
37–39! and electron spin resonance25 ~ESR! studies, to
which we will refer in Sec. VI.

Tungsten bronzes thus clearly exhibit the properties o
multiband system arising from overlap ofs, p, andd orbit-
als on different species together with the effects of stro
electron interactions, and varying disorder generated by
dopant Na or substituent Ta atoms.

To gain a deeper understanding of the origins of th
properties we investigate an electronic model which we
lieve faithfully incorporates the principal effects of these fa
tors. To motivate our choice of model Hamiltonian we fir
note that a variety of experimental probes—including inel
tic neutron scattering,40 positron annihilation,41 and constant
initial state ~CIS! photoemission42—of the Fermi surface
over a range of doping levels well within the metallic pha
of NaxWO3 demonstrate that a tight-binding~TB! model in-
cluding only nearest-neighbor~NN! hopping43 gives a good
description of the underlying band structure. Such a ri
band model cannot, of course, describe the insulator or
approach to the MIT from the metallic side. We therefo
incorporate into the TB Hamiltonian both disorder and ele
tron interactions as follows. We model the disorder gen
ated by the Coulomb fields of the randomly disposed N1

ions via microscopically correlated disorder in the W and
site energies. The primary effects of electron interactions
represented via an on-site HubbardU for W 5d orbitals; in
passing we note that a purely on-site repulsion is likely to
most realistic in the metallic phase due to screening of
long-ranged Coulomb interaction by itinerant electrons.

With the resultant multiband Anderson-Mott-Hubba
~AMH ! model we seek to address the following question

Under what conditions will a pseudogap arise in t
single-particle spectrum in both metallic and insulati
phases, what is its microscopic origin, and how can its
currence be reconciled with the existence of a well-defin
Fermi surface well into the metallic regime?

What are the localization characteristics of single-parti
excitations, particularly in the vicinity of the Fermi level, an
how do the combined effects of disorder and electro
electron interactions influence the MIT?

What are the implications of the formation of a pseudog
on the nature of the chemical bonding as the doping leve
varied?

What are the principal effects of Ta substitution?
The model Hamiltonian represents an interacting ma

body problem with the statistical complexities of a diso
dered system. We require an approximation that is qua
tively applicable both to the metallic and insulating phas
and is able to account for the broad features of the MIT.

Analytical methods such as disordered Fermi liqu
theory, while powerful well into the metallic phase, bre
down as the MIT is approached and are, of course, inap
cable in the insulating regime. Numerical methods such
exact diagonalization and quantum Monte Carlo are limi
to very small system sizes—far too small to infer any info
mation on localization properties or the MIT. We here ado
an unrestricted Hartree-Fock~UHF! approximation for the
following reasons:~i! It is capable of describing, at leas
qualitatively, both the metallic and insulating phases.~ii ! The
UHF approach represents the simplest nontrivial approxim
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tion which can account for the first effects of strong intera
tions in leading to local moment formation.~iii ! Disorder can
be treated exactly, subject to averaging over finite-sized
tems.~iv! Efficient numerical algorithms allow large system
to be studied, enabling the pseudogap and localization p
erties to be reasonably resolved and the corresponding
to be identified.

Point ~ii ! perhaps requires further clarification in th
present context. A mean-field approximation such as U
predicts that, when local moments exists, they occur on
bitrarily long time scales~whether characterized by someq
vector or spin glasslike!. Such magnetic ‘‘ordering’’ does no
occur experimentally in tungsten bronzes. Nonetheless
providing a snapshot of the correlations in a fluctuating lo
moment system, the UHF approximation permits a go
qualitative interpretation of the effect of such correlations
the electronic structure—a central theme of this study.

The outline of the article is as follows. In Sec. II w
derive the model, describe its treatment within UHF, a
outline the assessment of localization properties. Section
presents detailed results for the NaxWO3 system, focusing on
the density, localization, and spatial distribution of sing
particle states. In Sec. IV we rationalize the emergence of
pseudogap microscopically in terms of the effects of inter
tions in leading to magnetic correlations within a system
disordered itinerant electrons. We examine the effect of
additional disorder introduced by Ta substitution in Sec.
followed by concluding remarks in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL

To derive a tractable model Hamiltonian, we take adv
tage of an underlying symmetry of the cubic WO3 host band
structure which emerges within a tight-binding descriptio
First, we note that the cubic crystal field splits the conduct
bands into t2g(p!) and eg(s!) manifolds, of which the
former, arising from planar W 5d(t2g) and O 2p(p) over-
lap, lies lower in energy. Bands derived from the sodiu
valence orbitals are found to lie 11 eV above the Fe
level:12 as mentioned in Sec. I, Na valence electrons enter
WO3 CB. As shown originally by Wolfram,43 an excellent
representation of thet2g band structure is obtained by retai
ing only NN W-O hopping matrix elements. This observ
tion has the following important consequences. First
Hamiltonian describing thep bonding between W(t2g) and
O 2p orbitals can be rigorously decoupled from the full 1
band model. Second, since now onlyt2g and p(p) orbitals
lying in a common plane are coupled, thet2g CB states be-
come fully two dimensional. Since the energy of a giv
single-particle CB state may now be specified by two co
ponents of the crystal momentum, the Fermi surface of
full 3D system is expected to show strong 2D characterist
This is confirmed by the observation of a strong Ko
anomaly in phonon dispersion curves deep in the meta
phase.40,44Furthermore, the topology and doping depende
of the Fermi surface of the full 3D system~again well into
the metallic regime!, as revealed by phonon spectra, C
photoemission spectra,42 and positron annihilation studies,41

can be well described in terms of an effective 2D rigid ba
model.45

Therefore cubic tungsten bronzes, while fully isotrop
-
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are expected to have electronic properties showing str
signatures of the underlying 2D nature of thep bonding—a
feature which will remain on the inclusion of disorder an
electron interactions. In practical terms, we may take f
advantage of the above decoupling to study a three-ba
one-orbital-per-site model in 2D, enabling the considerat
of sufficiently large length scales to ascertain localizat
properties and investigate the detailed band structure. Th
essential, since a previous study which ignored this asp
suffered from severe finite-size effects.46 In Sec. III we con-
sider the effects of incorporating beyond-NN transfer mat
elements, leading to a fully 3D system.

Disorder—arising from the random disposition of sodiu
ions—is accounted for microscopically by representing e
sodium ion at interstitial sitej by an attractive model poten
tial which lowers the orbital energies at oxygen and tran
tion metal sitesi by V(ur i2r j u). Electron interactions are
incorporated via a HubbardU on thed orbitals. The resultant
three-band Anderson-Mott-Hubbard Hamiltonian is th
given by

Ĥ5(
i ,s

e i
0n̂is1 (

^ i j &,s
t i j ĉis

† ĉ j s

1(
i ,s

VC; i n̂is1
1

2 (
i PW,Ta;s

Un̂isn̂i 2s ~1!

5ĤTB1Ĥdis1Ĥ int, ~2!

whereĉis
† and ĉ j s are fermion creation and annihilation op

erators, respectively,n̂is[ ĉis
† ĉis , and ^ & denotes a sum

over NN’s only. The TB parameters e i
0

P$eW,5d ,eTa,5d ,eO,2p% and t i j are derived from Harrison47

using a fixed lattice spacinga of 3.78 Å and VC; i

[( j
#NaV(ur i2r j u). We note that, except for disorder, th

Hamiltonian ~1! is topologically equivalent to a simplified
Emery model48–50 used in the context of high-Tc supercon-
ductors. However, in tungsten bronzes NaxWO3 the maxi-
mum CB filling fraction x8(5x/6) is 1/6 —i.e., far away
from half-filling— due to the threefold degeneracy of thet2g
bands. ForV(ur2r j u), either a cutoff potential~as proposed
by Dasgupta and Halley for high-Tc systems51!, which sup-
plies a constant shiftVC per sodium ion to the orbital ener
gies of the NN oxygen and tungsten sites, or a scree
Coulomb potential has been employed. Most of the work
been done forVC520.3 eV — which value correspond
roughly to the binding energy to a Coulombic donor in WO3
~Ref. 10! — and compared to results of supplementary c
culations for VC520.2 and 20.1 eV, together with a
Yukawa potential with screening radius 1/l52.5 Å and
background dielectric constante`55.3.12 We have consid-
ered values ofU in the range 0–10 eV, which should b
compared with a CB TB bandwidth of'2t where t
51.6 eV is the modulus of the NN W-O transfer integra

At this point it is instructive to diagonalize the nondiso
dered, tight-binding HamiltonianĤTB, which elucidates the
nature of the underlying band structure, makes contact w
the well-known Emery model,48 and will form a starting
point for our analysis of the pseudogap in Sec. IV.

Making the first canonical transformation, defined by
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ucks
~ l !&5

1

AN
(
m

eik•rmuwms
~ l ! &, ~3!

whereuwms
( l ) & denotes an atomic spin orbital centered on s

m, with l P$1[W 5dxy ,2[O(1) 2py,3[O(2) 2px%, the
TB Hamiltonian is rendered block diagonal:

ĤTB5(
ks

Ĥks . ~4!

Ĥks has matrix representation

Ĥks5S eW,5d 2 i2tgkx
2 i2tgky

i2tgkx
eO,2p 0

i2tgky
0 eO,2p

D ~5!

in the subset $cks
( l )%, l P$1,2,3%, and t[ut i j u, gka

[sin(1
2kaa). ĤTB can be simplified further by a second un

tary transformation,Û†ĤTBÛ. Û is block diagonal,

Û5(
ks

Ûks , ~6!

and the matrix representation ofÛks in the subsetucks
( l )&, l

P$1,2,3%, is given by

Ûks5S 1 0 0

0
igkx

Agkx

2 1gky

2

gky

Agkx

2 1gky

2

0
igky

Agkx

2 1gky

2

2gkx

Agkx

2 1gky

2

D , ~7!

the columns of which define a new basis

$fks
~W! ,fks

~1! ,fks
~2!%. ~8!

Application toĤTB yields

Û†ĤTBÛ5(
ks

Ûks
† ĤksÛks[(

ks
Ĥks

L , ~9!

where

Ĥks
L 5S eW,5d 2t~k! 0

2t~k! eO,2p 0

0 0 eO,2p

D . ~10!

The transformation~9! has thus decoupled a flat, nonbondi
band

Eks
nb5eO,2p ~11!

at the unperturbed O 2p site energy fromĤTB , and from
Eq. ~10! p bonding and antibonding bands with energies

Eks
1,25

1

2
~eW,5d1eO,2p!6A1

4
D21t~k!2 ~12!
e

result from a set ofN independent two-level systems, wit
atomic limit ~i.e., t50) charge transfer gapD5eW,5d
2eO,2p and a canonical transfer matrix elementt(k)
[2tAgkx

2 1gky

2 .

From Eqs.~5!–~12! it is clear that the TB Hamiltonian
employed here is formally equivalent to that of the thre
band Emery model for CuO2 planes in high-Tc systems with
NN hopping only,49 which reflects the topological equiva
lence of thep bonding in the WO2 planes and thes bonding
between Cu 3dx22y2 and O 2p(s) orbitals. To our knowl-
edge the second unitary transformation@Eq. ~9!# was first
used in the context of a simplified Emery model,65 and in
that case the site energies and HubbardU are taken to be
such that the O 2p bands fall in between lower and uppe
Hubbard bands of predominant Cu 3d character;49,50 holes
doped into the CuO2 planes thus enter the O 2p bands.

Note @from Eq. ~12!# that the bandwidthB of the conduc-
tion and valence bands depends both ont andD:

B5A1

4
D218t22A1

4
D2. ~13!

Clearly B→0 in the limit D/t→`.
The Hamiltonian~1! is solved via a UHF approach. Fo

conceptual and numerical convenience the resultant lo
moments are constrained to lie along a commonz axis
~‘‘Ising-spin’’ UHF ! with Sz

tot50; we do not expect the re
striction to collinear moments to have a significant effect
single-particle properties.52

The UHF Hamiltonian corresponding to Eq.~1! is given
by

Ĥ5(
s

Ĥs ,

Ĥs5(
i

e i n̂is1(̂
i j &

t i j ĉis
† ĉ j s1 (

i PW,Ta
Un̂isn̄i 2s , ~14!

where the overbar denotes an expectation value over
UHF ground state, and the bare site energye i[e i

01VC; i has
been defined. Equations~14! are solved self-consistently, in
lattices with 2700–30 000 sites. During the iteration, on
CB states are taken into account in the evaluation of then̄is ,
since the valence band is filled and separated from the CB
a gap of about 2 eV. The diagonalization at each step
performed via the Lanczos53–56 algorithm and the total den
sity of states~DOS! in the CB is calculated using the spe
trum slicing method.57,58 Typically 15–20 iterations are re
quired to ensure convergence, which is enforced with resp
to both spin densities and the ground state energy. For
smallest system sizes at least 25 disorder realizations
taken into account in the evaluation of densities of states
the assessment of localization properties.

Local charges and magnetic moments follow from t
converged eigenvector coefficients via

ni5(
s

n̄is5 (
a,F;s

uaiasu2, ~15!
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m i5(
s

sn̄is5 (
a,F;s

suaiasu2, ~16!

where aias is the eigenvector coefficient for the UHF C
stateuas&. From Eq.~14!, with effectives-spin site ener-
gies for transition metal sites defined viae is[e i1Un̄i 2s ,
i.e.,

e is5e i1
1

2
U~ni2sm i !, ~17!

it is clear that the self-consistent UHF Hamiltonian is fo
mally equivalent to a disordered tight-binding Hamiltoni
with correlated site-diagonal disorder~and additional off-
diagonal disorder for the Ta-substituted case considere
Sec. V!.

It is also helpful for later purposes to define the weight
single-particle statesuas& on tungsten and oxygen sites, v

qas
W [ (

i PW
uaiasu2512(

i PO
uaiasu2[12qas

O ~18!

in the basis of atomic spin orbitals. For~anti!bonding TB
states, i.e.,Eas5Eks

1,2 , the tungsten population is give
by66

qks
W1,2512

Eks
1,22eW,5d

2Eks
1,22eW,5d2eO,2p

. ~19!

TB states at the bottom of the CB, whereEks
1 5eW,5d @see

Eq. ~12!#, thus have pure nonbonding character, i.e.,qks
W1

51.
The localization characteristics of quasiparticle states

obtained from the system-size scaling behavior of the ren
malized correlation length59

L as
~n!5

Las
~n!

LBloch
~n!

, ~20!

where

Las
~n!5S (

i , j
8 uaiasu2uaj asu2r i j

n

~qas
W !2

D 1/n

. ~21!

LBloch
(n) is the corresponding correlation length for Bloch sta

in the system of the same size, the prime denotes a sum
W ~and Ta) sites only, and the exponentn is 1 or 2.59 The
minimum image convention60 is used in connection with cy
clic boundary conditions in the evaluation ofr i j . While
LBloch

(1) must be calculated numerically, it is readily show
that

LBloch
~2! 5aAL212

6
, ~22!

whereL is the linear system size in units ofa. HereL as
(n) is in

practice averaged over spin indices, a suitably small ene
interval, and disorder realizations. Since the localizat
characteristics obtained from the system-size scaling be
ior of L as

(n) are found to be independent ofn in agreement
in

f

re
r-

s
ver

gy
n
v-

with the results of Ref. 59,L as
(1) and L as

(2) are used inter-
changeably throughout the paper. As a complementary m
sure of localization we additionally employ the participatio
ratio,61 defined here as

Pas5S (
i

8 uaiasu4

~qas
W !2

D 21

. ~23!

III. Na xWO3

In this section numerical results of the 2D model f
NaxWO3 are discussed, i.e., density and localization char
teristics of CB single-particle states, followed by an exte
sion to 3D with an emphasis on localization properties.

Starting from the 2D TB Hamiltonian we first conside
briefly the noninteracting (U50) Anderson limit, where the
randomly dispersed Na ions induce Coulombic disorder
the tungsten and oxygen bare site energies. The disord
naturally greatest forx50.5 where the corresponding sit
energy distributions are found to be Gaussian, becom
skewed to high~low! site energies at smaller~larger! filling
fractionsx8. Despite the attractive, short-ranged, and mic
scopically correlated nature of the effective potentials,
gap or pseudogap arises in the resultant CB DOS for anx;
i.e., no impurity band is split from the CB: the effects
disorder on the DOS are simply to broaden the band an
round the van Hove singularities.

On introducing the HubbardU the effectives-spin site
energies become disordered, reflecting both Coulombic
order in the bare site energies and disorder in the distribu
of local charges and moments; see Eq.~17!. Nonetheless, for
interaction strengths up toU55 eV, the above general pic
ture is found to remain essentially unchanged. Centra
however, a further increase inU up to 6.5 eV and beyond
results, for allx considered, in the formation of a pseudog
at EF , which broadens and deepens with increasingU. Fig-
ure 2 shows the resultant CB quasiparticle DOS atU
56.5 eV and 0.05<x<0.60, obtained from spectrum slicin
with a resolution of 6 meV which is of the order of th
finite-size fluctuations at the respective system sizes; this
resolution is needed to fully pick up the pseudogap es
cially at the smallest doping levels 0.05 and 0.10. Most i
portantly, it allows for comparison with experimental tunne
ing conductance data. Figure 3 reproduces Fig. 19 in Re
showing the normalized tunneling conductanceG as a func-
tion of the bias voltage for~A! Au-Na0.6WO3, ~B!
Au-Na0.45WO3, ~C! Au-Na0.6Ta0.1W0.9O3 , and ~D!
Au-Na0.34Ta0.16W0.84O3 junctions at 4.2 K; note that the
curves have been shifted relative to each other for clar
Insofar as the experimental curves are representative of
DOS near the Fermi level~which is itself quite a subtle mat
ter; see, e.g., Ref. 30 for a discussion! good agreement is
found between the numerical results and experiment fox
50.6 @Fig. 3~A!#, with regard to both the curvature an
width of the pseudogap; see Fig. 4~a! ~solid line!. Curve~B!
in Fig. 3, together with curves~C! and~D! which correspond
to tantalum-substituted tungsten bronzes at lower dopingx
2y)50.5 and 0.18, suggests that the pseudogap beco
more pronounced on decreasing (x2y); this has also been
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inferred from CB photoemission31–33 of NaxWO3 and
NaxTayW12yO3 samples. In our numerical spectra the DO
at EF indeed decreases with decreasingx. The width of the
pseudogap is, however, found to narrow slightly with dim
ishing x at fixed U. This is in contrast to experiment, a
though readily explained by invoking anx-dependentU(x)
that increases with decreasingx, as one indeed expects phys
cally due to screening of the Coulomb interaction. More i
portantly, the results, together with those forU57.5 and 10
eV, show that linear pseudogap edges are compatible
our model. This is illustrated in Fig. 4~b! ~dashed line!,
showing the pseudogap forU510 eV andx50.4. We note
in passing that tantalum substitution has no further sign
cant effect on the pseudogap shape as will be shown in
V.

We now turn to the localization properties of CB qua
particle states, especially those in the vicinity ofEF which
are relevant for the MIT. How does the pseudogap affect
localization properties of these states? For later compari

FIG. 2. CB density of states for the 2D model of NaxWO3

with U56.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, and ~from bottom! x
50.05, 0.10, 0.20, . . . , 0.60. The linear dimensionL5100 for x
<0.1;L570 otherwise.

FIG. 3. Reproduction of Fig. 19 in Ref. 5 by courtesy of Dr.
K. Raychaudhuri and the publisher Taylor & Francis. Note that
curves have been shifted relative to each other for clarity.
-

-

ith

-
c.

e
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and to clarify the numerical analysis, it is instructive to co
sider first a system without a pseudogap. To this end, Fig
shows a scatter plot of the energy-dependent renormal
correlation lengthL as

(1) @see Eq.~20!# for U55.0 eV, VC

520.3 eV, andx50.30. Statistics have been gathered fro
25 disorder realizations with 3600 tungsten atoms. Sign
cantly, a fairly sharp crossover from strongly to weakly l
calized states with increasing energy is observed, and
correlation length of weakly localized states is virtually th
of Bloch states (L as

(n)51.0) in this relatively large system
this general trend is also found in systems that exhibi
pseudogap.

More quantitative information on localization propertie
is obtained from the system-size scaling ofL (1), shown in
Fig. 6 for the same parameters. The energy scale is div
into bins of width 0.05 eV and, in each bin, the renormaliz
correlation length is plotted for systems of linear dimensio
L530, 40, 50, and 60 W atoms~from left to right!. If L (1)

decreases withL, the states are deemed localized, while if
increases or stays constant, the states are weakly localiz59

It is clear that the system-size scaling corroborates the qu
tative analysis of the scatter plot. From Fig. 6 it is clear th
the Fermi level lies in a region of very weakly localize
states. We anticipate~and find below! that the introduction of

e

FIG. 4. Normalized CB density of states for the 2D model
NaxWO3 nearEF . ~a! ~solid line! U56.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, L
560, and x50.60. ~b! ~dashed line! U510 eV, VC5
20.3 eV, L550, andx50.40.

FIG. 5. Scatter plot of the renormalized correlation lengthL (1)

for U55.0 eV, VC520.3 eV, x50.30, andL560 for the 2D
model of NaxWO3 .
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a small interplane coupling will render these very wea
localized states extended, while more strongly localiz
states will remain thus;62 i.e., the crossover between strong
and weakly localized states becomes a mobility edge in
full 3D system. We thus associate a MIT with the passing
the Fermi level into a region of very weakly localized stat
as the doping levelx is progressively increased. Followin
these lines, we position the MIT forU55 eV at x'0.1
from studies over a range of doping levels.

We now increase the interaction strength toU57.5 eV.
This has a profound effect on both the DOS—in which
pseudogap now arises@see also Fig. 18~a! ~top!#—and on the
localization characteristics, reflecting the important interp
between disorder and electron interactions. Figure 7~a!
shows the renormalized correlation lengthL (2) for U
57.5 eV ~with VC520.30 eV, x50.30 again! and a sys-
tem size of 2500 W atoms. While the general trend fro
strong to weak localization is qualitatively similar to theU
55 eV case, states in the pseudogap are seen to be
strongly localized than would be predicted from the over
trend. This behavior is also manifest both in the participat
ratio of pseudoparticle states defined by Eq.~23!, and shown

FIG. 6. Scaling behavior of the renormalized correlation len
L (1) for the 2D model of NaxWO3 for U55.0 eV, VC520.3 eV,
system sizesL530, 40, 50, and 60~from left to right in each
energy bin of width 0.05 eV!, andx50.30; see text.

FIG. 7. ~a! Scatter plot of the renormalized correlation leng
L (2) for U57.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, x50.30, and L550. ~b!
Scatter plot of the participation ratio for the same parameters.
entire CB is shown.
d

e
f
,

y

ore
ll
n

in Fig. 7~b!, and in the system-size scaling ofL (1) ~Fig. 8!.
While Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! each show an enhanced loca

ization of states in the pseudogap, the two measures
exhibit important differences. WhereasL (2) @Fig. 7~a!# at-
tains its maximum value of 1.0 both below and above
pseudogap atEF , indicating that the corresponding quasipa
ticle states are extended, the participation ratioP @Fig. 7~b!#
remains well below the Bloch limit ofN52500. These dif-
ferences occur because the participation ratio—which m
sures the number of sites that contribute significantly to
given single-particle state—does not contain direct inform
tion about its spatial extent, whereas the correlation len
does. In interacting systems this difference can be relev
for example, the participation ratio of the extended sing
particle states of a perfect Ne´el antiferromagnet on a hyper
cubic lattice withumu51 is reduced by a factor of 1/2 with
respect to that of Bloch states@see Eq.~23!#. The correlation
lengthLas

(2) by contrast is unaffected by such correlations
the limit L→` @see Eq.~22!#, and reflects correctly the spa
tial extent of single-particle states. It is thus preferable to
participation ratio in the assessment of localization proper
in interacting systems.

Although regions of weakly localized states exist bo
above and~for sufficiently largex) below EF , it is found
that for U*7.5 eV states in the pseudogap always rem
more strongly localized, regardless ofx: strong electron in-
teractions thus suppress the MIT found atU55 eV, a view
supported by the scaling studies of the 3D systems descr
below. Can then a compositionally driven MIT occur in o
model at a HubbardU large enough to yield the pseudoga
observed experimentally? Figure 9 shows the system-
scaling of L (1) for U56.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, and x
50.05 ~a!, 0.30 ~b!, and 0.60~c!. While at x50.05 states
aroundEF are clearly localized, forx50.30 and 0.60 the
stronger localization of states in the pseudogap found aU
57.5 eV is almost completely lifted. In conjunction with th
corresponding DOS~Fig. 2!, we conclude that atx'0.6 me-
tallic behavior and a pseudogap that compares with exp
mental results can coexist within the AMH model. The cri
cal level of doping xc'0.3 at U56.5 eV is, however,
somewhat in excess of the experimental resultxc&0.2 and
~as above! the numerical pseudogap width at low doping
slightly too small. As mentioned above, one may account
the latter by invoking screening and thus anx-dependentU,
although we note that this will in addition cause increas
localization of states aroundEF .

We now consider the spatial distribution of quasipartic
states. It is clear from theory62 and experiment that the spec
tral properties of CB states are only marginally affected
the small matrix elements that actually render the states
Neglect of these couplings enabled us to study above
formation of the pseudogap at an adequate energy resolu
However the presupposition that the localization proper
of quasiparticle states in the full 3D system can be infer
from the 2D model deserves further consideration. The
Hamiltonian is therefore extended by the addition of O
next-nearest-neighborp-type transfer matrix elements o
magnitude1

6 t, whereby only parallel planes are coupled a
the one-orbital-per-site approximation is retained. In t
way the model remains numerically tractable for meaning

h

e
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FIG. 8. Scaling behavior of the renormalized correlation lengthL (1) for the 2D model of NaxWO3 for U57.5 eV, VC520.3 eV,
system sizes ofL530,40,50,60,70~from left to right in each energy bin of width 0.05 eV!, andx50.05 ~a!, x50.30 ~b!, andx50.60 ~c!
~from back to front!; for details see text.
h
th
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ave
system sizes. It should also be emphasized that we seek
to address aspects of dimensionality, and not to refine
band structure. Most significant are the localization char
teristics of quasiparticle states, as inferred from system-
ere
e

c-
ze

scaling ofL (n). This can no longer be done in an entire
satisfactory way, however, since systems large enough
eliminate degeneracy effects cannot yet be handled eve
large vector computers, despite the approximations that h
FIG. 9. Scaling behavior of the renormalized correlation lengthL (1) for the 2D model of NaxWO3 for U56.5 eV, VC520.3 eV,
system sizes ofL530,40,50,60,70~from left to right in each energy bin of width 0.05 eV!, andx50.05 ~a!, x50.30 ~b! andx50.60 ~c!
~from back to front!.
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been made. We thus pursued two alternative approaches~a!
four planes, enlarging the number of unit cells per pla
from 302 to 502; ~b! 302 unit cells per plane with coupling o
K54, 6, 8, and 10 planes. Procedure~a! is found to support
the assumption above that strongly localized states in
strictly 2D system remain so in the 3D model, while ve
weakly localized states become extended. In case~b!, which
corresponds to system-size scaling solely in the direc
perpendicular to the planes, the renormalized correla
length of states which were very weakly localized in the
system—though close to unity—decreases very slightly w
increasing number of planes. This behavior, coupled with
results of procedure~a!, suggests strongly that these high
anisotropic states are extended in the plane and decay we
in the perpendicular direction, as considered in detail bel
Most importantly, states within the pseudogap are found
be more strongly localized with respect to the overall tre
as in the pure 2D case.

Insight into the dimensional crossover is gained from
separate summation of ‘‘in-plane’’ and ‘‘out-of-plane’’ con
tributions toL (2) @Eq. ~21!#. We define the in-plane correla
tion lengthL (2,ip) via

Las
~2,ip!5S (

k51

K

(
i , j

9 uaiasu2uaj asu2r i j
2

~qas
W !2

D 1/2

, ~24!

where the indexk runs over all planes and the double prim
denotes a sum over tungsten sites within thek plane only; the

correspondingLBloch
(2,ip) is given byaA(L212)/(6K) and thus

decreases for fixedL with increasing numbers of planes,K.
The complementary out-of-plane correlation lengthL (2,op) is
obtained from a sum over pairs of tungsten sites belongin
different planes, and

LBloch
~2,op!5aAL212

6 S 12
1

K D1
1

2

K212

6
. ~25!

L (2,op) is shown in Fig. 10~a! for U57.5 eV, L530, K
58, and x50.60, together withLBloch

(2,op) ~dashed horizonta
line!; it is found to exhibit similar behavior as the total co
relation lengthL (2). Consider, by contrast, the correspon
ing energy dependence ofL (2,ip) shown in Fig. 10~b! for the
same parameters and in Fig. 10~c! with K54; the upper
dashed horizontal line designates the 2DLBloch

(2) and the
lower LBloch

(2,ip) . Starting with strongly localized states at th
lower band edge a rapid growth of the in-plane correlat
length follows and a peak is reached which is limited by
2D LBloch

(2) . From thereonL (2,ip) falls off gradually to its 3D
Bloch limit, with a distinct exception: the pseudogap whe
L (2,ip) approaches its 2D Bloch limit. Note that this behav
occurs irrespective of the number of planes, and that
position of the low-energy peak corresponds to the ene
where weakly localized states are first observed in the
model ~cf. Fig. 8!.

To investigate further the nature of a given state, we n
study the contributions from individual planes to its over
weight on tungsten sites. We increase the number of pla
to 20 ~but are forced to reduce the plane size to 400
atoms!; the results are shown in Fig. 11. For each state,
e
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planes are assigned logical indices, such that the plane gi
the largest contribution is numbered 20 and that giving
smallest, 1. Strongly localized states towards the lower e
of the CB are seen to be essentially confined to a sin
plane. Moving into the band, states gradually spread out o
an increasing number of planes such that, well aboveEF ,
states decay weakly in the direction perpendicular to
planes. Again, however, there is one notable except
States in the pseudogap remain strongly 2D. Note that the
observed Friedman anomaly in theT dependence of the Hal
coefficient19 is consistent with this behavior. The freezin
out of charge carriers at lowT has been explained both i
terms of a reduced DOS atEF and localization of Fermi leve
states, together with thermally accessible extended st
close toEF .34 These features are, of course, intimately
lated within the present model.

We have provided ample numerical evidence—and t
corroborated our initial hypothesis—that in this anisotro
cally coupled system the spatial extent of quasiparticle st
is governed primarily by the 2D localization characteristic
Moreover, the 3D and 2D models do not differ in CB spe
tral properties, or distributions of local charge and mom
magnitudes to be discussed below. In short, the original
model appears to be well founded. The 2D nature of loc
ized pseudogap states revealed by the 3D model noneth
requires further investigation, beginning with a rationaliz
tion of the physical origin of the pseudogap, to which w
now turn.

We start by considering the distributions of effectiv
s-spin site energies $e is% @Eq. ~17!#; since Hs

[HUHF($e is%), the latter ultimately govern the properties
the UHF ground state and reflect the self-consistent, inho
geneous distribution of local charges and moments over
sites. Although these distributions tell us nothingper se
about correlations between the effective site energies~which
will be crucial in understanding the microscopic origin of th
pseudogap!, they do reveal the first effects of Coulomb in

FIG. 10. ~a! Scatter plot ofL (2,op) for the 3D model of NaxWO3

for U57.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, x50.60, L530, andK58. The
dashed horizontal line denotesLBloch

(2,op) . ~b! L (2,ip), same parameters
~c! L (2,ip), K54. In ~b! and ~c! the dashed horizontal lines deno
LBloch

(2) for Bloch states in 2D~upper! and the 3DLBloch
(2,ip) ~lower!.
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FIG. 11. Distribution of tungsten population over logical planes vs energy for the 3D model of NaxWO3 with U57.5 eV, VC5
20.3 eV, andx50.30 (L520, K520); for details, see text.
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teractions on the effective disorder and, in addition, allow
simple interpretation of, e.g., pseudoparticle spectra in
tain parameter regimes.52,63

Figure 12 shows the~normalized! distributions of effec-
tive tungsten site energiesf (e is), for U50.0, 5.0, 7.5, and

FIG. 12. Distribution of effective tungsten site energiesf (e is)
for ~from bottom! U50.0, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 eV,VC520.3 eV,
andx50.20 ~left! and 0.60~right!; see text.
a
r-
10.0 eV ~from bottom!, with VC520.3 eV andx50.20
~left! and x50.60 ~right!. At U50, f (e is) is equivalent to
the distribution of bare site energiesf (e i); this in turn is
equal to the distribution of tungsten sites with a given nu
ber of NN sodium ionsf (#NN Na), if the latter are repre
sented by the cutoff Coulomb potential. As evident from F
12, the fraction of low-energy sites is considerably reduc
for U55.0 and 7.5 eV, and the effective width off (e is) is
narrower than that off (e i): the low-energy sites are thu
screened by the Coulomb interaction and the effective dis
der is reduced. Accordingly, the CB width is first found
narrow upon raisingU from 0. The screening is particularl
effective atU55 eV, since a further increase in the inte
action strength leads to increasingly significant spin polari
tion which ultimately enhances the effective disorder. This
evident from Figs. 13 and 14 which show the mean lo
chargen̄i and mean local moment magnitudeum i u on tung-
sten sites with a given number of NN sodium ions~Fig. 13!,
and the distributions of local charge and moment magnitu
~Fig. 14!; in each case forVC520.3 eV, with U
55.0, 6.5, 7.5, and 10.0 eV~from bottom! and x50.20
~left! and x50.60 ~right!. At U510 eV the near complete
spin polarization enhances the effective disorder as is evid
from f (e is) ~Fig. 12!, leading as found above to localizatio
of quasiparticle states throughout the lower part of the c
duction band. Note, however, that atU56.5—which value is
most relevant for tungsten bronzes—the great majority
sites carries very small moments.

The above results also provide a natural explanation
observed Knight shifts. In order to explain183W NMR line
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shapes in metallic NaxTayW12yO3, Dubson and Holcomb64

have argued that the183W Knight shiftsK5$Ki% are propor-
tional to the local charges:Ki}ni (K is negative with re-
spect to the reference signal of WO3 since inner shell core
polarization is the dominant coupling mechanism in thed
band!. They postulate thatni is proportional to the number o
NN sodium ions minus the number of NN tantalum atom
where in NaxWO3 the NMR line shape is expected to refle
the distribution of the number of NN sodium ion
f (#NN Na). In this way Dubson and Holcomb have a

FIG. 13. Mean local chargen̄i and mean local moment magn
tudeum i u on tungsten sites with a given number of NN sodium io
for ~from bottom! U55.0, 6.5, 7.5, and 10.0 eV,VC520.3 eV,
andx50.20 ~left! and 0.60~right!.

FIG. 14. Distributions f (ni) and f (um i u) ~shaded! of local
charge and magnetic moment magnitudes for~from bottom! U
55.0, 6.5, 7.5, and 10.0 eV,VC520.3 eV, andx50.20~left! and
0.60 ~right!.
,

-

counted for the asymmetric line shape of Na0.24WO3 which
is skewed to smalluKu values, for the near-symmetric lin
shape of Na0.60WO3, and for the relative peak positions
From Figs. 13 and 14, and corresponding results for 0
<x<0.60, our model is entirely compatible with the obse
vations. With the assumption thatKi}ni , the Knight shift
distribution and hence NMR line shape is proportional to
local charge distribution,f (ni), shown in Fig. 14. From this
it is evident that forx50.2 the line shape is indeed asym
metric and skewed to lowni , while for x50.6, by contrast,
f (ni) is essentially symmetrically distributed and centered
higher ni @the irregularity in f (ni) at lower U for x50.6
reflects simply the discrete nature of the cutoff Coulom
potential, and is entirely removed if a Yukawa potential
employed#. Likewise Fig. 13 shows thatn̄i increases mono-
tonically with the number of NN Na ions, in a close to line
fashion. Finally, it is found experimentally that the peak
the 183W NMR signal in Na0.24WO3 virtually coincides with
the signal of WO3. This is also in agreement with our re
sults, since atx50.2 the great majority of sites are found
carry only a very small additional charge to that of pu
WO3.

IV. EVOLUTION OF THE PSEUDOGAP

The preceding results are not of course sufficient by the
selves to explain the formation of a pseudogap, whose e
tence has been shown above to have a profound effect on
properties of single-particle excitations near the Fermi le
EF . Since this problem is central to the MIT, it is now e
amined in detail. We begin by considering a one-band AM
model. There are two reasons for this: first, because the
croscopic origins of a gap or pseudogap are most clearly s
at this simplest of levels and, second, because the 2D th
band model we consider may be mapped with high accur
onto an underlying effective one-band model, as sub
quently explained.

Consider a generic site-disordered one-band AMH mo
on a hypercubic lattice ind dimensions,

Ĥ5(
i ,s

e i n̂is1t (
^ i j &,s

ĉis
† ĉ j s1

1

2
U(

i
n̂isn̂i 2s ; ~26!

in the Ising spin UHF approximation,

Ĥ5(
s

Ĥs ,

Ĥs5(
i

e isn̂is1t(̂
i j &

ĉis
† ĉ j s , ~27!

with effective s-spin site energies given by Eq.~17!. The
canonical transformation

ĉks5
1

AN
(

i
eik•r i ĉis , ~28!

which diagonalizes the one-band TB Hamiltonia
t(^ i j &ĉis

† ĉ j s , is now applied to the Ising spin UHF Hamil

tonian, whereuponĤs is given by
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Ĥs5(
k

E~k!n̂ks1(
k,q

Gs~q!ĉks
† ĉ~k1q!s . ~29!

Here,

E~k![22t(
i 51

d

cos~kia! ~30!

is the TB energy dispersion, withn̂ks[ ĉks
† ĉks the usual

number operator, and the structure factor of the effec
s-spin site energies,

Gs~q![
1

N(
i

e iseiq•r i, ~31!

is thus defined. Given a distribution of effective site energ
over the sites, Eq.~29! shows that the structure factorGs(q)
acts to couple TB states; the coupling naturally depends o
on the differenceq of the associated crystal momenta.

To understand the formation of a pseudogap we thus h
to consider the TB energy dispersionE(k) in conjunction
with Gs(q). From Eq.~17!, the latter can itself be expande
in terms of the structure factors of the bare site energ
@Ge(q)#, local charges@Gn(q)#, and local moments@Sz(q)#,
to give

Gs~q!5Ge~q!1
1

2
U@Gn~q!2sSz~q!#. ~32!

Clearly, a completely randomGs(q) cannot yield a
pseudogap: disorder-induced random couplings between
states lead simply to the trivial effects of broadening a
blurring of the TB DOS. To produce a pseudogap,Gs(q)
must exhibit aq-dependent structure which reflects spat
correlations among the effective site energies; moreo
since the pseudogap tracksEF , this structure must depen
on the filling fraction of the band.

A good example to illustrate these principles is the no
disordered limit~the pure one-band Hubbard model! at half-
filling. For d.1, the ground state of the model posses
antiferromagnetic~AF! long-ranged order, and a nonze
band gap, for any finiteU. Both features are correctly cap
tured by UHF. In this caseGs(q) is strictly nonrandom, due
to the perfect magnetic ordering and uniformity of the loc
charges n ~51! and bare site energiese: Gs(q)5
2(1/2)sUSz(q)52(1/2)sUumudqp , where EF has been
set to zero~i.e.,e52U/2). To connect the structure inSz(q)
to the formation of a gap atEF , note that the AF ordering
vectorp is also the nesting vector of the TB Fermi surface
half-filling. For concreteness considerd52, where at half-
filling the TB Fermi surfaceE(k)50 is a square with side
lengthupu5u(p/a)(1,1)u. From Eq.~29!, eachk state within
the magnetic Brillouin zone~MBZ! ~i.e., eachoccupiedTB
state! is thus coupled to a statek1p outside the MBZ~i.e.,
an unoccupiedTB state!. This perfect repulsion reflects a
optimal balance between the constraints of interaction ene
minimization and kinetic energy maximization. It leads se
consistently toumuÞ0 and, most importantly, to a band ga
of magnitudeUumu containing the Fermi level, for allU
.0; this is directly evident from the self-consistent Fo
matrix corresponding to Eq.~29!:
e

s

ly

ve

s

B
d

l
r,

-

s

l

t

gy
-

Ĥs5 (
kPMBZ

Ĥks5 %
kPMBZS E~k! 2

1

2
sUumu

2
1

2
sUumu E~k1p! D

5 %
kPMBZS E~k! 2

1

2
sUumu

2
1

2
sUumu 2E~k! D , ~33!

where % denotes a direct sum. Note that the formation a
position of the gap are controlled by correlations between
effective site energies, which in turn are governed by
shape of the TB Fermi surface.

The essential characteristics of the above picture at h
filling are robust to the inclusion of disorder.52 In general a
strict gap naturally no longer occurs, disorder smearing
gap to produce a pseudogap containingEF . Nonetheless, as
known from study of the 3D half-filled Gaussian sit
disordered AMH model,52 a pseudogap remains character
tic of the disordered antiferromagnetic phases of the AM
~including both insulating and metallic regimes!, indicating
the broad significance of the above repulsion mechanism

Away from half-filling the nesting property of the unde
lying TB Fermi surface is of course lost. Nevertheless,
disordered interacting systems, AF correlations occurring
doping dependent length scales may still act to repel st
on opposite sides of the Fermi surface: this is the mic
scopic origin of the pseudogap in our model, as now sho
To this end we adopt the same strategy as in the examp
the one-band AMH model above; i.e., the three-band Is
spin UHF Hamiltonian is evaluated in ak-space basis of TB
eigenstates. Here, a sequence of three unitary transfo
tions is required to accomplish this. In addition, physica
well-motivated and accurate approximations enable the
three-band Hamiltonian to be reduced to an effective o
band model. Full technical details are given in the Append
and the essential physical arguments that lead to an effec
one-band model are as follows.

~i! Disorder on oxygen sites is insignificant for the re
evant states at the bottom of the CB due to their small o
gen population, and can thus be neglected to the extent th
nonbonding, purely oxygen-derived valence band decou
from the full Hamiltonian as in the case of the underlying T
HamiltonianĤTB @cf. Eq. ~2!# discussed in Sec. II. The re
sultant effective two-band model forp bonding and anti-
bonding bands is considered at the end of this section, an
found to capture very accurately the properties of CB sing
particle states.

~ii ! In the final step the two-band model is reduced to
effective one-band model for CB states, by neglect of ma
elements between VB and CB TB states which are sma
comparison to the charge-transfer gap between valence
conduction bands.

The validity of these approximations is, of course, direc
testable by comparison of results from the full three-ba
model with those of the effective one-band model. For e
ample, Fig. 15 compares the resultant CB single-part
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spectra forU56.5 eV andx50.3. The one-band model i
seen to be in excellent agreement with the full three-b
model, particularly in the relevant low-energy part of t
DOS.

The resultant effective one-band Hamiltonian is a dir
analog of Eq.~29!, and ~as detailed in the Appendix!, is
given by

Ĥ5(
s

Ĥs ,

Ĥs5(
k

Eks
1!n̂ks

! 1 (
k,qÞ0

Gs8 ~q!Aqks
W1!q~k1q!s

W1! ĉks
†! ĉ~k1q!s

! .

~34!

Here, the prime denotes that the structure factorGs8 (q) is
given by Eq.~31! with the summation over tungsten site
only, and the star indicates that CB TB states created byĉks

†!

are renormalized with respect to those of the TB Hamilton
ĤTB that underlies the three-band AMH model@cf. Eq. ~2!#.
This renormalization is simply due to a shift in the TB s
energieseW,5d andeO,2p which reflects the average effect o
disorder and interaction on the position and width of t
bands. Thus, the mean effective tungsten site energiesēsW

and the mean bare oxygen site energyēO are to be used in
place of the Harrison parameterseW,5d andeO,2p in Eqs.~12!
and~19! to evaluate the renormalized TB CB energy disp
sion Eks

1! and tungsten populationqks
W1! , respectively.

The above transformations have thus effected an appr
mate, but accurate, diagonalization of the three-band Is
spin UHF Hamiltonian. All specifics of the underlying ban
structure — as determined by the crystal lattice,ēsW , ēO,
andt — are now contained in the diagonal entriesEks

1! of the
effective one-band Hamiltonian, whose dependence onkx
andky is shown in Fig. 16. The combined effects of disord
and electron interaction on single-particle properties, as
scribed in the previous section, originate from the o
diagonal elements (qks

W1!qk1qs
W1! )1/2Gs8 (q) which, directly

parallel to Eq.~29!, act to couple the renormalized CB T

FIG. 15. CB density of states of the effective one-band~dotted
line! and full three-band models.U56.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, x
50.30, andL570.
d

t

n

-

i-
g

r
e-
-

states. Here, the prefactor (qks
W1!qk1qs

W1! )1/2, i.e., the geomet-
ric mean of the renormalized TB tungsten populations of
coupled states, is largely irrelevant to the formation of t
pseudogap since it is fully determined byēsW , ēO, and t
and varies smoothly withk and q. Consider, however, the
structure factors of the bare site energiesGe8(q), local
chargesGn8(q), and momentsSz8(q) on tungsten sites tha
contribute toGs8 (q) as in Eq.~32!. Ge8(q) reflects the micro-
scopically correlated nature of the disorder potential,
does not itself lead to a pseudogap as pointed out in
previous section.Gn8(q) @an illustrative example of which is
shown in the last panel of Fig. 17~a!# is found to be barely
affected by the interaction strength~cf. Fig. 13! and to be
very similar toGe8(q), indicating partial screening of the dis
order potential and thus partial cancellation ofGe8(q) and
1
2 UGn8(q).

In direct analogy to the pure half-filled Hubbard mod
considered above, we may thus focus on the local mom
structure factorSz8(q), whose doping dependence is show
in Fig. 17~a! for U56.5 eV andL5100 as obtained from
single disorder realizations of the 2D three-band AM
model @Eqs. ~14!# via Fourier transformation of the self
consistent UHF local magnetic moments on tungsten sites
the metallic phasex.0.3, uSz8(q)u is far from random, being
peaked on a ring whose radius is the diameter 2kF(x) of the
TB Fermi surface: the latter is, to a very good approxim
tion, circular in the 2D model at the relevant small fillin
fractions ~and square at half-filling!; see Fig. 16. As in the
example of the half-filled Hubbard model, therefore, the T
Fermi surface thus determines the spatial correlations
tween local moments, which minimizes repulsion betwe
TB states below the TB Fermi surface while maximizin
repulsion between states on opposite sides, hence lea
again to a pseudogap atEF , and the largest total energy ga
within the variational UHF procedure.

In the insulating regime~which is also accessible forx
.0.3 via an increase inU), localization of states naturally

FIG. 16. CB energy dispersion of the three-band TB mod
Gray-shaded contours are shown on top.
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renders the Fermi surface ill defined. Correspondingly,Sz8(q)
loses its ringlike structure and becomes disklike: see F
17~a!. Nonetheless, the radius of this disk still evolves w
2kF , and the TB Fermi energyEkFs

1! remains a good estimat

of the exact Fermi energy. Thus, while ak-space description
is inappropriate for smallx and largeU, one still expects
persistence of the basic underlying mechanism relating lo
magnetic correlations to the formation of the pseudogap

In summary, the origins of the pseudogap stem from thq
dependence ofGs8 (q), whose evolution with both CB filling
fraction and interaction strength is dominated by that
Sz8(q), reflecting the presence of, and spatial correlation
tween, local moments. The latter is of an AF nature as e
dent from the up and down spin densities shown in F
17~b!. Furthermore, the characteristic 2kF dependence o
Sz8(q) in turn sets anx-dependent length scale for spati
correlation between the moments. At half-filling, for e
ample, the nesting vectorp corresponds to antiferromagnet
coupling on the shortest possible length scale, i.e., betw
NN transition metal sites, while asx decreases, the AF lengt
scale correspondingly increases as illustrated in Fig. 17~b!.

Three further points should be noted. First, relative
strong local moments typically overlap clusters of tungs
sites in the vicinity of sodium ions, and while the avera
distance between neighboring clusters also decreases
increasingx, the relative phases of the local moments a
found to be governed by the diameter of the TB Fermi s
face. In consequence, the bare site energies can be rand
redistributed over tungsten and oxygen sites prior to the s
consistent UHF procedure, without any significant effect
the appearance of the local moment structure factorSz8(q)
and the pseudogap. This serves further to show that the
croscopically correlated nature of the disorder potentia
not a prerequisite for the formation of a pseudogap in
model, although correlated disorder is more effectiv
screened than uncorrelated disorder. We add moreover
for a given disorder realization, the effect of raisingU on the
spin densities@Fig. 17~b!# is a sharpening of the observe
patterns, which naturally reflects the enhanced localizatio
states and the formation of stronger moments. While
ultimately renders thek-space description obsolete, the pe
sistence and sharpening of the pattern in real space indic
as one would expect, that the repulsion mechanism rem
operative and becomes more effective, and it is this that
derlies the concomitant broadening of the pseudogap see
Fig. 4.

Second, we stress that, while ak-space representation ha
been employed in the preceding analysis, disorder is es
tial in leading to local moment formation at the filling frac
tions and interaction strengths studied. This reflects the
hancement of electron interactions in localized sing
particle states;52 for example, if at U57.5 eV the
concentration of sodium ions is artificially reduced~at fixed
CB filling fraction x), local moment magnitudes decrea
and the pseudogap ultimately vanishes.

Finally, we add that additional support for the abo
mechanism derives from the width of the pseudogap its
which is given roughly byUumuqW1!, whereumu is the av-
erage local moment magnitude on tungsten sites andqW1! is
an effective tungsten population of occupied renormaliz
g.
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TB states~close to unity!. This represents essentially the e
ergy difference between spatially correlated and random
cal moments, and thus should occur on an meV scale c
acteristic of magnetic correlations as opposed to the eV s
of the Coulomb interaction, as indeed is observed exp
mentally.

As we have seen above, the UHF self-consistency
volves mixing of renormalized TB states below the Fer
energy with higher-lying states in the conduction band. W
might therefore expect it to have a significant effect
chemical bonding. In the remainder of this section we co
sider implications of the pseudogap for chemical bonding
revealed by a population analysis of CB single-parti
states. The results provide further numerical evidence fo
band repulsion induced by magnetic correlations.

We consider the hopping operator

Ĥhop[(
s

(̂
i j &

t i j ĉis
† ĉ j s ~35!

whose expectation value

^Ĥhop&as[^asuĤhopuas&5Eas2(
i

e isuaiasu2 ~36!

is a measure of the antibonding character of CB sing
particle statesuas&.

The expectation value is most conveniently evaluated
the basis~8!, where the matrix elements ofĤhop are given by
Eq. ~A3! and ^Ĥhop&as becomes

^Ĥhop&as522(
k

t~k!Re~akas
~W! akas

~1!* !, ~37!

where Re( ) denotes real part. Moreover, if disorder on o
gen sites is neglected~as justified above!, the secular equa
tions associated with the resultant two-band UHF Ham
tonian ~A7! can be exploited to obtain the relations

^Ĥhop&as52Aqas
O Tas ~38!

and

Eas5 ēO1
1

2

^Ĥhop&as

qas
O

~39!

5 ēO1
1

2ATas

qas
O

, ~40!

whereTas[(kt(k)2uakas
(W) u2 is a measure of kinetic energ

andqas
O 5(kuakas

(1) u2512(kuakas
(W) u2512qas

W is the oxygen
population of the CB stateuas&. Maximum information can
thus be gained ifTas andqas

O are evaluated separately.
We have adopted two specific numerical schemes in o

to obtain the requisite expansion coefficientsakas
(W) .

~i! Approximate single-particle states are retrieved from
single Lanczos diagonalization after the oxygen site ener
of a given converged UHF configuration have been repla
by their average valueēO.

~ii ! UHF calculations are performed using a common ox
gen site energyēO from the outset.
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FIG. 17. ~Color! ~a,top! Color encoded plots ofuSz8(q)u for U56.5 eV,VC520.3 eV, L5100, and~rowwise from top left! x
50.05, 0.10, 0.20, . . . ,0.60. A half-circle of radius 2kF is also shown as a black solid line.kF has been calculated from the requirement th
the resultant circle encompass 43Nocc q points, whereNocc is the number of occupied CB states. The last panel in the bottom row sh
the modulus of the structure factor of the local chargesuGn8(q)u at x50.60. The mean local charge has been set to zero.~b,bottom! Color

encoded contours of the bare site energies~left! and up- and down-spin densitiesn̄is on tungsten sites forU56.5 eV, VC5
20.3 eV, L5100, andx50.05 ~top!, x50.30 ~middle!, andx50.60 ~bottom!. All data derive from the 2D three-band AMH model.
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In both cases the coefficientsakas
(W) follow from a fast

Fourier analysis applied to the subset of tungsten eigenve
components$aias% of each single-particle state.

The single-particle properties obtained from these t
procedures~i.e., DOS, oxygen populations, and localizatio
characteristics! are found to be in excellent agreement w
results of the full model. Moreover, the approximate sing
particle energiesEas of approach~i! virtually coincide with
the exact values for states at the bottom of the conduc
band. We attribute the insignificance of disorder in the o
gen site energies to the small oxygen population of occup
CB states and note that, for the same reason, incorporatio
a realistic HubbardU on oxygen sites is likely to have
negligible effect.

In Fig. 18~a! we show results derived from approach~i!
above forU57.5 eV, x50.30, andL5100. These should
be compared with those of Fig. 18~b!, in which for each
disorder realization and spin the self-consistent UHF c
figurations $(r i ,e is),i PW% have been scrambled prior t
procedure~i!. This eliminates any spatial correlations an
therefore, theq-dependent repulsion discussed above. T
Hamiltonian is then that of a two-band Anderson model w
tungsten site energies drawn randomly from the distribut
of self-consistent effective tungsten site energies. Fig
18~b! shows that the pseudogap disappears entirely u
scrambling, and that the conduction bandnarrows, even
though the removal of spatial correlations corresponds in
fect to an increase in disorder.

Figure 18~b! shows the general effect of disorder o
chemical bonding at the bottom of the conduction band: b
Tas andqas

O ~and thuŝ Ĥhop&as) are enhanced with respe
to their renormalized TB analogsTks

! andqks
O1! , which are

also shown as solid lines. This can be understood by rev
ing to the effective one-band model: since TB states at

FIG. 18. CB oxygen population~bottom!, Tas ~middle!, and
DOS ~top! for U57.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, x50.30, and L
5100.~a! ~left! correlated and~b! ~right! scrambled tungsten effec
tive site energies~see text!. In the top and middle panels the T
analogs are also shown.
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bottom of the conduction band have nonbonding charac
disorder must lead to an admixture of more antibond
states with largerqO and T. In addition, from the disorder-
induced broadening of the band, and Eq.~40!, it follows that
the increase inTas is more than compensated by that inqas

O .
Note that these remarks apply only to CB states beneath
central van Hove singularity~the Fermi level at half-filling!.

Most importantly, Fig. 18~a! reveals marked features a
sociated with the formation of a pseudogap. Compared w
Fig. 18~b!, both Tas and qas

O are increased for occupie
single-particle states and decreased for unoccupied state
above the Fermi level, indicating, respectively, more~less!
antibonding character of~un!occupied states. A sharp an
symmetric crossover occursat the Fermi level itself. We add
that these effects are not restricted to states within
pseudogap, but thatall occupied single-particle states and
comparable number of unoccupied ones are thus affec
Additionally, Eas is generally lower for occupied single
particle states and higher for those unoccupied states, c
pared to the corresponding TB model, again indicative o
repulsion between TB states on opposite sides of the Fe
level. We add that this nonlocal change of the chemi
bonding may also be relevant to the subsequent effect
electron-phonon interactions: it may lead to an enhancem
of polaron formation by antiferromagnetic correlations,
found by Zhong and Schu¨ttler67 in their study of a Holstein-
Hubbard model. Aspects of the possible significance of
larons in sodium tungsten bronzes have been discusse
Refs. 34, 40, 44, and 68.

V. TWO-DIMENSIONAL RESULTS FOR Na xTayW12yO3

Since insulating cubic tungsten bronzes NaxWO3 have not
been prepared, but a MIT has been reported in cu
NaxTayW12yO3,18 it is of interest to study the effects o
partial substitution of W by Ta. In our model, Ta sites a
consistently represented by their respective Harrison par
eterseTa,5d and t i j , which leads to additional diagonal an
off-diagonal disorder. For simplicity we assume thatU is the
same for W and Ta sites. The sodium content has been fi
at x50.30 or 0.40 and UHF calculations have been p
formed for all possibley,x in steps of 0.05. Figure 19
shows the resultant CB DOS forU57.5 eV, VC
50.30 eV, x50.30, andy50.10, together with the assoc
ated Ta partial DOS. Also indicated are the W and Ta s
energieseW,5d andeTa,5d . Since the latter is always consid
erably in excess of the Fermi level, Ta sites contribute p
dominantly to states at the top of the CB and have lit
weight in occupied CB states. The Ta local charges are t
small, and we note that the precise value of the HubbarU
on Ta sites is therefore of minor significance. At a coa
numerical resolution of 0.1 eV, Ta substitution has very lit
effect on the low-energy part of the CB for allU studied; this
has been reported in Refs. 33 and 36. A bin width of 6 me
however, allows for a more detailed analysis. We find a we
pseudogap with a width of roughly 30 meV already atU
55 eV, a feature absent in NaxWO3. Figure 20 shows the
DOS of Na0.2WO3 ~dotted line! and Na0.3Ta0.1W0.9O3 for
U57.5 eV andVC520.3 eV in the lower portion of the
CB, i.e., for two systems with the same doping level. T
width and depth of the pseudogap are slightly enhance
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the substituted bronze, as is the width of the occupied pa
the CB. These results indicate an enhancement of elec
interactions resulting from stronger localization
pseudoparticle states in the more disordered NaxTayW12yO3
system.

Semiquantitative evidence for the localizing effects of
substitution stems from the system size scaling ofL (2)

shown in Fig. 21 forU56.5 eV, VC520.30 eV, (x,y)
5(0.30,0.25) ~a!, and (x,y)5(0.30,0.05) ~b!. Comparison
of Fig. 21~a! with the corresponding NaxWO3 plot, Fig. 8~a!,
shows that states in a'1/2 eV interval aboveEF are more
localized than those in the analogous NaxWO3 spectrum.

The existence of a zero-temperature insulating phas
x2y50.05 is clear from Fig. 21~a!. However, while the ad-
ditional disorder introduced by Ta substitution leads
greater localization, interaction effects remain dominant

FIG. 19. CB density of states and associated Ta partial den
of states for the 2D model of NaxTayW12yO3 with U
57.5 eV, VC520.3 eV, x50.30, y50.10, and L550. Also
indicated are the W and Ta site energieseW,5d andeTa,5d .

FIG. 20. CB density of states of Na0.2WO3~dotted line! and
Na0.3Ta0.1W0.9O3 for U57.5 eV, L570, and VC520.3 eV in
the lower portion of the CB.
of
on

at

n

determining the position of the MIT. The effects of add
tional disorder do, however, persist in the metallic pha
leading to the experimentally observed systematic reduc
in the conductivity of NaxTayW12yO3 compared to that of
NaxWO3 at the same filling fraction.18

VI. DISCUSSION

The three-band AMH model combines three effects
central importance in describing transition metal oxid
namely, disorder, electron interactions, and band struct
Via a mapping of the self-consistent Hamiltonian onto
effective one-band model, we have disentangled the ass
ated energy scales and find three mechanisms within U
whereby the ground state energy can be minimized, v
screening of bare site energies, the formation of local m
ments, and spatial correlations between them. While the
cise nature and strength of the disorder potential are foun
be relatively unimportant, the ground state is naturally
fected most significantly by the value ofU, which controls
the extent of spin segregation. AtU56.5 eV a rather con-
sistent description of electronic ground state properties
emerged since the chemically induced MIT, the pseudog
and remnants of the TB Fermi surface in the metallic ph
are all well captured. The present calculations are of cou
confined to a mean-field level, but while a genuine man
body treatment will no doubt lead to quantitatively differe
results, we anticipate that the emergence of AF spin corr
tions and their doping-dependent length scales, which
crudely captured by the unrestricted Hartree-Fock appro
mation, will nonetheless remain as the underlying origin
pseudogap formation. In this regard we comment briefly o
number of additional experimental results that concur qu
tatively with the picture that has emerged from our analys

First, a strong increase in the nuclear spin lattice rel
ation rateT1

21 in 23Na NMR experiments on NaxWO3 has
been observed forx,0.35.37,69 This has variously been as
cribed to a substantial~up to 56%! admixture of Na 3s,3p,

ity

FIG. 21. Scaling behavior of the renormalized correlation len
L (2) for the 2D model of NaxTayW12yO3 for U56.5 eV, VC5
20.3 eV, system sizes ofL530, 40, 50, 60, and 70~from left to
right in each energy bin of width 0.05 eV!, and (x,y)
5(0.30,0.25)~a! ~shaded! and (0.30,0.05)~b!.
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or 3d orbitals to Fermi level states at low doping.37,38,69

However, a recent high-energy electron energy loss spec
copy ~EELS! study of cubic sodium tungsten bronzes12 has
shown that there is no such change in the oxidation num
of sodium. We suggest that the strong increase inT1

21 may
reflect a considerable spin polarization of CB states, wh
are likely to have nonzero overlap with sodium ions sin
they are associated mainly with W 5d(t2g) orbitals directed
along face diagonals of the cubes surrounding the latter. T
explanation is consistent with the pressure dependence o
nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate:69 significantly, under a
hydrostatic pressure of 0.4 GPa, theT1

21 of low-x samples is
reduced. We would expect such an effect from a pressu
induced broadening of thet2g(p!) conduction bands which
should naturally result in less spin segregation; in contras
is rather more difficult to understand why a sizable adm
ture of sodium orbitals to CB states should decrease u
compression.

Dubson and Holcomb have found two contrary trends
their 183W NMR study of NaxTayW12yO3:64 metallic
samples exhibit a broad distribution of Knight shifts, refle
ing the distribution of local charges~cf. Sec. III!, but near-
perfect exponential spin lattice relaxation which can be
scribed by a singleT1 of O(1s). Insulating bronzes by
contrast have a very narrow NMR signal peaked near
reference WO3, and a broad distribution of spin lattice re
laxation times ranging from a few seconds to more tha
day. A continuous evolution of the magnetic propert
across the MIT along these lines is observed. Three diffic
ties arise in this context.

~i! According to Dubson and Holcomb, the nuclear sp
diffusion is generally suppressed due to the small momen
183W and the wide spread in local fields.64 Thus each nucleus
should relax at a rate determined by its immediate electro
environment, in apparent conflict with the single-exponen
relaxation in the metallic phase.

~ii ! The linewidth of insulating samples is much narrow
than expected from a broad distribution of local enviro
ments.

~iii ! Dubson and Holcomb argue that a population of lo
magnetic moments produces amean internal field which
would shift the peak position of the NMR line to highe
frequencies. Since this is not observed, they rule out the
istence of moments in this system.

We believe the following scenario is consistent both w
these observations and our results: In the metallic phase
nuclear spin system is exponentially relaxed via coupling
AF fluctuations in the CB. As the MIT is approached, nuc
associated with low-energy sites experience a stronglocal
field due to local moment formation, and their resonance
in effect projected out of the NMR spectrum. The NMR lin
is thus progressively reduced to the resonance of high-en
sites, which is near to that of WO3 due to the small associ
ated CB charges.

Finally, AF correlations in the CB of sodium tungste
bronzes of superconducting compositions have also bee
voked by Garifullinet al. in order to explain results of mag
netic susceptibility measurements, ESR and23Na NMR
experiments.25,39,70,71Unfortunately these results are for t
tragonal bronzes, and thus only suggestive as far as AF
relations in the cubic bronzes are concerned. However
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recent discovery of superconductivity in the vicinity of th
MIT of cubic NaxWO3 ~Ref. 24! and NaxTayW12yO3 ~Ref.
18! will hopefully incite further work in this direction.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have made a detailed mean-field stud
the single-particle properties of the doped transition me
oxides NaxWO3 and NaxTayW12yO3, focusing in particular
on the metal-insulator transition driven by progressive filli
of the WO3 conduction band. The latter was shown to
intimately connected with the occurrence of a pseudoga
the single-particle spectrum at the Fermi level, for su
ciently large Coulomb interactionU. A physical explanation
for the microscopic origins of the pseudogap has been p
vided by means of a generalized effectivek-space descrip-
tion of the conduction band of the disordered interacting s
tem at arbitrary band filling, which directly connects th
underlying band structure to the structure factors of the d
order potential, local charges, and local magnetic mome
While the local charges were found to essentially screen
disorder, the emergence of a distinctive magnetic struct
exhibiting antiferromagnetic correlations on characteris
length scales determined by the doping-dependent zer
order Fermi surface, thus indicated aq-dependent repulsion
between occupied and unoccupied conduction band st
which produces the pseudogap and minimizes the gro
state energy, a scenario further confirmed by the results
population analysis which revealed a concomitant nonlo
change of the chemical bonding. We add that this mic
scopic, mean-field picture of the relationship between
pseudogap and local moment correlations is not confine
the particular model studied here: within a symmetry-brok
unrestricted Hartree-Fock treatment the essential ingredi
are interactions, to produce local moments, and disor
which enhances local moment formation at the low ba
filling fractions characteristic of tungsten bronzes.

In addition, a large-scale numerical study was made of
localization properties of single-particle states. In a 2
model of the band structure, the emergence of a pseudo
in the DOS was found to cause a sharp decrease in the
relation length of Fermi-level states, and thus to stron
affect the estimated position of the MIT. In a fully 3D ca
culation, strongly localized states — including those in t
vicinity of EF — were found to remain highly anisotropic
while states extended in a given plane decay weakly in
perpendicular direction.

A study of tantalum-substituted sodium tungsten bron
showed that the principal effects of the additional disord
generated by the Ta sites are a greater tendency to pseud
formation at weaker interaction strengths and a greater
gree of localization of single-particle states. As for the pu
sodium tungsten bronzes, interaction effects nonetheles
main dominant in determining the position of the met
insulator transition.
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APPENDIX

In order to derive the effective two- and one-band mod
used in Sec. IV we apply first the unitary transformatio
implied by Eqs.~3! and ~7! to the 2D real-space three-ban
Ising spin UHF Hamiltonian@Eqs.~14!#. This amounts to the
evaluation of its matrix elements in the basis~8! which
yields the following results@cf. Eq. ~10!#.

~a! The diagonal elements of Eq.~10! are simply renor-
malized, reducing to the means-spin and mean bare sit
energies for W and Ok states, respectively:

^fks
~W!uĤufks

~W!&5
1

N (
i PW

e is[ēsW , ~A1!

^fks
~1!uĤufks

~1!&5^fks
~2!uĤufks

~2!&5
1

2N(
i PO

e i[ēO. ~A2!

In practiceēsW'ē2sW for our finite-size system.
~b! The off-diagonal matrix elements between W and Ok

states are entirely unaffected in the absence of disorder in
real-space hopping matrix elements~as obtains for NaxWO3
in our model! or

^fks
~W!uĤufk8s8

~ l ! &52t~k!dk,k8d l ,1ds,s8 , l P$1,2%.
~A3!

~c! Real-space diagonal disorder embodied in the eff
tive tungsten and bare oxygen site energies introduces
zero off-diagonal matrix elementswithin the subsets of tung
sten and oxygen k states, $fks

(W)%, $fk2s
(W) % and

$fks
(1) ,fks

(2)%, $fk2s
(1) ,fk2s

(2) %, respectively, but nonebetween
these subsets@see Eq.~A3!#. The matrix elements for tung
stenk states are given by

^fks
~W!uĤufk8s

~W!&5
1

N (
i PW

e isei ~k82k!•r i. ~A4!
di

d

s-
on
er

s
s

he

-
n-

Since these depend only on the difference vectorq5k8
2k, which samples the first Brillouin zone, Eq.~A4! may be
written

^fks
~W!uĤuf~k1q!s

~W! &[Gs8 ~q!, ~A5!

where

Gs8 ~q!5
1

N (
i PW

e iseiq•r i. ~A6!

The remaining off-diagonal matrix elements between Ok
states,̂ fk8s

( i ) uĤufks
( j )&, with i , j P$1,2%, vanish if disorder on

oxygen sites is neglected as justified in Sec. IV, which
couples a nonbonding band at the renormalized oxygen
energy ēO from the full Hamiltonian as in Eq.~10!. The
resultant effective two-band model forp bonding and anti-
bonding bands is given by

Ĥ5(
s

Ĥs ,

Ĥs5(
k

ēsWn̂ks
~W!1(

k
ēOn̂ks

~1!

2(
k

t~k!@ ĉks
~W!†ĉks

~1!1 ĉks
~1!†ĉks

~W!#

1 (
k,qÞ0

Gs8 ~q!ĉks
~W!†ĉ~k1q!s

~W!

[ĤsTB
! 1 (

k,qÞ0
Gs8 ~q!ĉks

~W!†ĉ~k1q!s
~W! , ~A7!

where the fermion creation, annihilation, and number ope
tors are defined with respect to the basis~8!.

Finally, the effective two-band Hamiltonian is evaluate
in the basis of renormalized CB and VB TB eigenstates
ĤsTB

! such thatĤsTB
! is diagonalized. If matrix elements be

tween the subsets of renormalized CB and VB TB eig
states that arise in this last unitary transformation are
glected as asserted in Sec. IV, the effective one-band mo
Eq. ~34!, for CB states is obtained.
d
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